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THE PERFECT FOR THE

TRI-VALVE NON-CONTACT GLUE STATION

Consistently achieve high quality products through all machine speeds and setups. This enclosed system eliminates the messy sloping and excess pickup from glue rolls, making for less cleanup and maintenance.

Non-contact technology eliminates product skew that can be caused in certain contact gluing applications. An integrated tip-sealer prevents nozzle plugging during periods of downtime.

Flexoseal® users benefit from:

- Improved production capabilities
- Less maintenance
- Increased system reliability
- Minimum spare parts inventory

PACKAGE PERFECT BOX™

MORE THAN QUALITY INSPECTION

ClearVision systems ensure every box is perfect before it is sent to the customer.

More than just a piece of production equipment, it is a strategy to increase awareness of issues customers have with defective boxes and work in partnership with them to resolve those issues.

For Box Makers - Stand out from the competition. Delivering quality product increases customer retention and reduces in-plant waste.

For Buyers of Boxes - Eliminate case erector downtime and product losses from defective boxes.

BENEFITS

- For Box Makers:
  - Stand out from the competition.
  - Delivering quality product increases customer retention and reduces in-plant waste.

- For Buyers of Boxes:
  - Eliminate case erector downtime.
  - Reduce product losses from defective boxes.

HOW IT WORKS

1. The system captures a picture of every box.
2. At full production speed, it then analyzes each picture for gluing, front gap, back gap, score, skew, slot, print registration and color variation defects.
3. When a problem is found, the system sounds an alarm and archives the picture. The system then can mark the bundle where the bad box is located and eject the full bundle.